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WOMEN OF BANGLATOWN



OVERVIEW 
RELATIONSHIP WITH FOOD + EACH OTHER

Last April up until late October I spent the season photographing Burnside Farm and the surrounding Bangladeshi 
community.  Burnside Farm turned once a vacant lot into a CSA, a Community Supported Agriculture and Art Project. 
Right behind the farm, Bangladeshi immigrants were transforming their backgrounds  + abandon lots into spaces for 
growing food to provide for their family. Each day I would travel from both locations to photograph the similar + different 
experiences that surrounded the concept of growing food.

It made me wonder, how can we learn from each other? (exchange of culture)
 
Almost a year later, I find myself still inspired + excited to see how I can create a public space with the Women of 
Banglatown. With support from Burnside Farmer, Kate Daughdrill, I hope to build a gathering place for women to share 
experiences, grow food + create art.

BREAKDOWN 
CONSTRUCTION +  ART ACTIVITIES

With help from friends + neighbors I will invite women from the community to participate in building two living walls 
and  a structure that allow us to grow a collection of ingredients to make ______ (for example: curry tent). The collective  
growing space will be located in an alley way between Burnside farm + surrounding Bengali gardens. 

ACTIVITIES
- a kick off dinner (plan what we want to grow)
- gather seeds from family members and keep growing detroit
- brainstorm materials we need to build tent
- begin to assemble structure
- learn hand-sanitizer image transfers for creating head scarfs + bandannas
- canning food 

http://www.architecturenewsplus.com/projects/1644
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/living-pavilion
http://www.curryculture.co.uk/grow-your-own-curry/
http://www.good.is/posts/build-your-own-string-garden-in-7-steps (small activity)
http://www.greenrooftechnology.com/living-architecture
http://www.sonostarhub.com/building-a-26-foot-diameter-geodesic-dome-using-sonostar-hub-
connectors.html

RESOURCES
STRUCTURE + GROWING INSPIRATION



  
  Food for 1st Dinner
  

  Seeds                            
  Soil
  Containers for germination

  Wood/PVC
  String/fabric

  
  Fabric       
  Printer ink + hand sanitizer
  Jars

  

GROW

BUILD

ART

MEET

$150

  $50

  $30

  $230

$100

  $200   $300

  $50      $50

 $100

  $25

  $25

  $150

BUDGET $730
TAXES $200

STIPEND $250

TOTAL $1170

BUDGET



TIMELINE

  28 PROPOSAL TO CPAD
  

  
  

  10-14 INVITE YOUNG WOMEN TO PARTICIPATE 
  17-31 GATHER MATERIALS FOR STRUCTURE

  
  
  6 FIRST DINNER
  7-13 COLLECT SEEDS + BEGIN BUILDING STRUCTURES 
  27 TRANSPLANT INGREDIENTS WITH NEIGHBORS

  

  
  4 ART ACTIVITY + DINNER WITH WOMEN
  11 CELEBRATION DINNER WITH WOMEN + FAMILIES
  

  

MAR

APR

MAY

FEB


